
Vintner’s Daughter creates the world’s most coveted and beloved nutritional skincare made from
whole plants and plant actives that deliver uncompromising quality and performance to positively
impact the skin and the lives of our customers.

Overview

Vintner’s Daughter was founded on the principles of unparalleled quality and efficacy, inspired by
our founder April Gargiulo’s background in the world of fine winemaking and its uncompromising
standards. We apply these same, exacting principles to our sourcing and formulation processes,
which is why Active Treatment Essence™ and Active Botanical Serum™ have set new
standards for performance, quality, and safety.

Using both ancient and modern techniques, we create nutritional skincare that is instantly
recognized by the skin, and amplifies its own powers of regeneration, balance, and repair. The
results are lasting and generative, meaning skin gets better with every use. Achieving such
excellence requires a great amount of time and resources, and a commitment and dedication to
the ideals of craftsmanship. Shortcuts cannot be taken when you insist upon making the very
best of something. This is the philosophical foundation upon which we are built. We also believe
in giving back and minimizing our environmental impact. As such, sustainability is at the core of
everything we do from sourcing, to packaging to our fewer, but better philosophy. We are proud
to donate 2% of every purchase to charities dedicated to protecting, educating, and empowering
women and children around the world.

Making the world’s finest skincare is what we are passionate about and provides us with the
opportunity to forge lifelong connections with our incredible customers through mutual respect,
giving back, deep gratitude and a shared reverence for beauty in all its forms. Vintner’s Daughter
has a 100+ year time horizon, dedicated to building a heritage brand, renowned as the most
coveted and beloved skincare company.

Overview of the Position

The Freelance Senior Copywriter role for Vintner’s Daughter is a creative position responsible for
crafting the storytelling and pushing the brand forward through smart, engaging copy that
inspires and informs the customer across all touchpoints. Through close collaboration with
Brand, DTC, business/marketing partners, you will translate broad creative ideas into tight
concepts and executions. This is a critical creative role that will help to evolve and shape the
voice of the brand as well as help plan our daily, monthly, weekly and seasonal content and
themes. This role requires a strong editorial and luxury point of view and a magazine level of
rigor around editing. The ideal candidate will be able to connect stories and messages to the
larger world of skincare and culture — while always remaining true to the voice and vision of
Vintner’s Daughter.
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Key Relationships

● Reports to Head of Brand
● Key Collaborators: Art Director, Head of DTC, Head of Retail Partnerships, and President
● Will also work closely with company Founder and CEO April Gargiulo

Responsibilities & Desired Outcomes

● Develop best-in-class brand narratives that educate and inspire our community
and growing critical brand KPIs. Hone and implement the brand voice seamlessly
across all channels and brand collateral

● Achieve a level of excellence in brand storytelling across all consumer touchpoints
while accomplishing brand growth. This includes but not limited to:

○ Collaborate with Head of Brand to conceptualize a quarterly content strategy that
highlights key brand moments

○ Execute against all copy needs across digital channels including website updates,
product pages, email marketing, SMS and social media

○ Write weekly articles for the Vintner’s Daughter content hub, VIDA Stories, and
other SEO and SEM-related copy

○ Develop copy for printed collateral including in-store signage, packaging and
customer cards

○ Support the copy needs of the Vintner’s Daughter stockist team
○ Assist with PR-related copy needs, including proof-reading press releases
○ Help ideate and write scripts for videos

● Work collaboratively cross-functionally to bring to life brand narratives. Join weekly
creative meetings to understand key moments, help develop broader campaign ideas
and be a thought partner for brand marketing initiatives

● Proven project management skills. Own copy projects from start to finish,
implementing feedback from various stakeholders, tracking versions, taking responsibility
for copy QA and adhering to schedules and deadlines

● Enjoy great chemistry and a true spirit of partnership. Collaborate with and enjoy a
truly collaborative partnership with the Head of Brand and the Founder/CEO

Key Attributes

● A true enthusiasm for the brand’s mission, vision and values, and the prospect of
patiently and thoughtfully building a category-defining and enduring company

● An exceptional writer with a commitment to and passion for detail
● Thrives in a fast-paced, creative environment
● Ability to present and sell ideas
● A love of creative ideation and the ability to expand on an initial brief
● Experience implementing digital marketing best practices including email marketing,

social media, SEO, SEM and keyword targeting
● Excellent organizational, planning and prioritizing skills and a strong attention to detail
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● Strong work ethic and interpersonal communication skills
● Openness to feedback and willingness to work at understanding the brand and its unique

voice and perspective

Experience Desired

● A minimum of 10+ years in a similar copywriting or editorial role writing for 360 approach
strategies and marketing programs.

● Experience writing for luxury, skincare, and/or wellness brands. Digital commerce is a
plus. Background in Editorial is preferred but not required.

● Stellar portfolio reflecting strong concepting and writing.
● Degree in or higher-level qualification in journalism, marketing, communications

This is a freelance role through the end of December 2021, with the potential to become a
full-time position.

Vintner’s Daughter is an equal opportunity employer. We are committed to the value of diversity,
inclusivity and quality in both our workplace and company culture. We encourage applications
from all qualified individuals without regard to race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation,
gender identity or expression, age, national origin, marital status, disability, and veteran status.

To apply, please submit your resume, portfolio, and a cover letter to
careers@vintnersdaughter.com.
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